
  

 

Abstract—Business and financial news are important 

resources that investors referred to when monitoring the stock 

performance. News brings us the latest information about the 

stock market. Studies have shown that business and financial 

news have a strong correlation with future stock performance. 

Business and financial news can be used to extract sentiments 

and opinions that may assist in the stock price predictions. In 

this paper, we present a sentiment analyser for financial news 

articles using lexicon-based approach. We utilized two most 

important elements of news, the headline and the content as our 

test data. We use polarity lexicon to distinguish between positive 

and negative polarity of each term in the corpus. We further 

investigate on how news headline will affect the sentiment 

analysis by adjusting the weights of the news headline and news 

content’s sentiment value. Three sets of experiments were 

carried out using headline only, content only and headline and 

content as test data. In the experiment, we used non-stemming 

tokens and stemming tokens when considering individual word 

found in the news article. The preliminary results are presented 

and discussed in this paper. 

 
Index Terms—Lexicon, news headline, news content, 

sentiment analysis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The availability of online newspaper, made is possible for 

us to easily access news articles relating to business and 

financial news. Business and financial news are important 

resources that can be used by investors to monitor stock 

performance as it provides the latest information about the 

stock market.  

Studies have shown that business and financial news have a 

strong correlation with future stock performance. Therefore, 

it is useful to extract sentiments and opinions from business 

and financial news. Studies have also shown that business and 

financial news play important role and can indirectly affect 

the performance of a particular stock. Most of the investors 

make decision to either buy or sell a particular stock based on 

the opinions and sentiments expressed in the news. Hence, a 

tool that is able to provide financial analysis based on specific 

news articles is desirable. To be effective, this particular tool 
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or software must be able to analyse multiple news in order to 

provide financial analysis that will aid investors in their buy or 

sell decision.  

Studies have shown that sentiment analysis plays an 

important role in creating this required financial analysis 

software. Sentiment analysis can be divided into two 

categories: (1) lexicon-based approach and (2) machine 

learning based approach [1]. The lexicon-based approach 

requires a prefixed or predefined dictionary or lexicon and it 

involves computing the orientation for a document from the 

polarity of words or phrases in the document [2]. This can be 

done either manually, semi-automatically or automatically [3]. 

Manually created lexicon makes use of existing dictionary 

such the General Inquirer Dictionary which contains 

information about English word senses, including polarity 

tags such as positive, negative negation, overstatement, or 

understatement [4]. Semi-automatic lexicon approach 

involves resources such as WordNet and SentiWordnet [1]. 

Automatically created lexicon is produced via association [1]. 

The latter approach involves a supervised classification 

technique which involves building classifiers from labeled 

instances of texts or sentences [3]. Naïve Bayes, SVM and 

N-gram are some of the most popular sentiment classification 

techniques [5].   

In other studies, [6] investigated the correlation between 

trade figures on the stock exchange and its online media 

coverage. They showed that the overall market trend 

correlated with the distribution of general sentiment within 

articles taken from the corresponding periods of trend. [7] 

demonstrated the way to extract financial related sentiment 

values from news sources and using it as a market predictor. 

In this work, it reported a prediction accuracy of 

approximately 70%. In [8], the author employed a lexical 

cohesion based text representation in detecting the sentiment 

and polarity in news story. [9] utilizes lexicon based approach 

for discovering sentiments of Twitter’s tweet that contains 

word variations, emoticons and hash tags. However, to date 

no research has been conducted for extracting headline and 

content sentiments from news articles for financial analysis 

purposes. Hence, this has motivated us to conduct this 

research.  

In this paper, we will be focusing on manually created 

lexicon-based approach. We find the common words used in 

financial news, classify each word into one of the two 

sentiment classes (positive or negative), and add it to the 

lexicon. We use two most important elements of news, the 

headline and the content as our test data. We use polarity 

lexicon to distinguish between positive and negative polarity 

of each term in the corpus. We further investigate how news 

headline will affect the final value of sentiment analysis.  We 
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do this by combining the sentiment values for the news 

headline content where we adjust their values accordingly to 

get the desired result. Three sets of experiments were 

conducted using 1) headline only, 2) content only and 3) 

headline plus content. In the experiments, we used 

non-stemming tokens and stemming tokens for the individual 

words found in the news article. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we 

describe our sentiment analysis using lexicon-based approach. 

Next, we discuss the experimental evaluation in Section III. In 

this section, we also analyse the performance of our sentiment 

analysis algorithm using stemmed text and non-stemmed text. 

Section IV describes and discusses the result, and in Section 

V we conclude and describe the future work. 

 

II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS APPROACH 

In this section, we discuss the algorithm used to implement 

the lexicon-based approach for financial news articles. This 

involves four processes: 1) building lexicon, 2) data 

preprocessing, 3) lexicon matching and polarity detection, 

and 4) sentiment calculation.    

A. Building Lexicon 

The subjectivity lexicon proposed by [8] is used in this 

research as a guideline in manually creating the required 

lexicon. In this research, the lexicon used is created based on 

the norms of business and financial domain. The process of 

constantly adding new words to the lexicon is needed in order 

to produce larger domain specific lexicon. A list of new words 

from financial related articles is generated and each of the 

words found is tagged as either positive or negative polarity. 

The list is then added to the existing lexicon. To date, there 

are approximately 8,000 words that have been tagged and 

saved in our lexicon. Fig. 1 shows the process of building 

lexicon. 

Fig. 1. Pseudocode: building lexicon. 

B. Data Preprocessing and Sentiment Analysis 

We make use of pre-build lexicon in the sentiment analysis 

and data preprocessing is required to remove the noises in the 

text. This is important as the list of words collected involved 

some noises such as stop words, redundant words and 

punctuations, which are considered as not important 

information to the financial analysis. In this step, each 

financial news article is tokenized into tokens. Then, a parsing 

algorithm is used to separate the news articles using 

whitespace. In this research work, the data is preprocessed 

and then divided into two categories based on non-stemming 

algorithm and Porter stemming algorithm [11]. The Porter 

stemming algorithm or popularly known as “Porter Stemmer” 

is a process for removing the common morphological endings 

from words in English. It is considered as a basic 

normalisation process when setting up information retrieval 

systems [12]. This is experiment is conducted to compare the 

performance of stemming and non-stemming algorithms in 

this research work. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show the pseudocode for 

stemming and non-stemming data preprocessing. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. Pseudocode: data processing for non-stemming and stemming 

algorithms. 

C. Lexicon Matching and Polarity Detection 

This stage involves matching the words in the lexicon [13]. 

Our sentiment analysis approach makes use of the pre-built 

lexicon.  There are approximately 8,000 pre polarity tagged 

words used. As mentioned, each word in the lexicon is tagged 

for its polarity of either positive or negative. If the token 

matches with a word in the lexicon, then the token will be 

tagged as positive or negative polarity according to the 

pre-tagged words in the lexicon. Tokens that do not match 

with the words in the lexicon are ignored in the system. Fig. 3 

shows the pseudocode to perform polarity detection task.  

 
Fig. 3. Pseudocode: polarity detection. 

Begin 

1.0 Read tokenized articles from text file 

2.0 While (token in not empty in text file) loop 

2.1 Match token with words in lexicon 

2.2 If (token match with words in lexicon) then 

2.2.1 If (word found is positive) then 

2.2.1.1 Tag token as positive 

2.2.1.2 Positive token count +1 

2.2.2 Else if (word found is negative) then 

2.2.2.1 Tag token as negative 

2.2.2.2 Negative token count +1 

2.2.3 End if 

2.3 End if 

3.0 End while loop 

End 

 

Begin 

4.0 Read news articles from text file 

5.0 While (text file is not empty) loop 

5.1 Remove the punctuations 

5.2 Remove all redundant words 

5.3 Tokenize the articles into tokens 

5.4 For (each token) loop 

5.4.1 Match token with stop word list 

5.4.2 If (token matched) then 

5.4.2.1 Remove the stop word 

5.4.2.2 Apply for Porter Stemmer [11] 

5.4.3 End if 

5.5 End for loop 

6.0 End while loop 

End 

Begin 

1.0 Read news articles from text file 

2.0 While (text file is not empty) loop 

2.1 Remove the punctuations 

2.2 Remove all redundant words 

2.3 Tokenize the articles into tokens 

2.4 For (each token) loop 

2.4.1 Match token with stop word list 

2.4.2 If (token matched) then 

2.4.2.1 Remove the stop word 

2.4.3 End if 

2.5 End for loop 

3.0 End while loop 

End 

 

Begin 

1.0 Read text from articles 

2.0 While (article not empty) loop 

2.1 If (related text found) then 

2.1.1 Tag the whole text (including the noises) 

2.1.2 Add to existing lexicon 

2.2 End if 

3.0 End while loop 

End  
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D. Sentiment Calculation 

Two formulas called positivity/negativity ratio (P/N ratio) 

are applied to determine the polarity of the entire news article.  

 

)/(*1_/ countpositivecountnegativeratioNP    (1) 

 

)/(_/ countnegativecountpositiveratioNP        (2)  

 

where P is defined as  Positivity ratio and N is the Negativity 

ratio. (1) is used for computing the P/N ratio only when the 

positive count is less than or equal to negative count and (2) is 

used for computing the P/N ratio only if the negative count is 

less than positive count. The news articles will be classified as 

positive or negative polarity based on above formulas. The 

P/N ratio is always in the range of [-10, 10] based on the 

polarity. 

The formulas are used to measure the number of positive 

tokens versus the number of negative tokens in an article. In 

the experiment that considered the news headline and the 

news content independently, the end result is to get an average 

sentiment value for that news headline or news content 

respectively. For example, in the news content, if 100 tokens 

were detected with its polarity, then the average sentiment 

value for those 100 tokens is recorded. The same process is 

applied to the news headline. The algorithm for computing the 

sentiment value is shown in Fig. 4.  

The calculation of the sentiment value for the experiment 

that used combination of the news headline and the news 

content is slightly different. Here, we first calculate the 

sentiment value of the news headline and the news content 

separately by using the sentiment calculation algorithm shown 

in Fig. 4. After that, we allocate the weight to the news 

headline and the news content’s sentiment values. The final 

sentiment values of that particular news article are calculated 

based on the following formula. 

 

)*()*( csvwchsvwhvalueSentiment          (3) 

 

where wh represents the weight of the headline, wc represents 

the weight of the content, hsv represents the news headline 

sentiment value, and csv represents the news content 

sentiment value.  

We manipulated different combinations of the news 

headline and the news content sentiment value’s weights from 

0.9 and 0.1 to 0.1 and 0.9 and selected the weight combination 

that yielded the best result.  

 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

This section describes the experiments carried out using 

financial news articles that we collected. Three experiments 

were conducted for the lexicon-based sentiment analysis 

algorithm. We tested our algorithm using three sets of data, 

which are the news headline, the news content, and news 

headline plus the news content. In the first and second 

experiments, we used the news headline and the news content 

as test data respectively. In these two experiments, our aim is 

to calculate the overall polarity sentiment of the news article 

using our sentiment analysis algorithm purely by considering 

the news headline only and the news content only. We also 

evaluated the performance of the lexicon algorithm with and 

without stemming. As mentioned, we performed the 

stemming using the Porter Stemming algorithm proposed by 

[11]. In this experiment, the stemmer was applied to both 

tokens in the news articles and words in the lexicon in order to 

increase the probability of getting a match. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Sentiment calculation using P/N ratio. 

 

The second aim of the experiment is to investigate whether 

the news headline has an impact on the overall calculation of 

the sentiment value. We did this by calculating the sentiment 

values for the news headline and the news content and we 

applied Equation (3). In our experiment, we used different 

combinations of weights for the news headline and the news 

content’s to find the best result.  

A. Dataset 

In this research, the dataset were collected from the local 

online newspapers which are The Star Online, The National 

News Agency of Malaysia (BERNAMA), The Sun Daily, and 

The New Straits Times (NST). However, we only collected the 

financial and business related news articles. These news 

articles contain news related to individual stock in Kuala 

Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE) or also known as Bursa 

Malaysia. The topics include, but not limited to earning 

announcements, quarterly reports, annual reports, and product 

unveilings. These articles were collected in the first half of 

2013. Each news article contains two elements which are the 

news headline and the content of the news. Approximately 

200 financial news articles were collected and used in the 

experiments. 

B. Gold Standard 

A standard measurement of news articles polarity is 

required to measure the performance of the proposed 

sentiment analyser. In this work, the articles were manually 

annotated as negative or positive polarity and then the dataset 

are categorized into positive and negative polarity. The 

polarity of the news article could be concerned with whether 

the outcome of the news is considered good or bad. Increment 

of profit for a company will be considered a positive polarity 

and a decrease or lost in profit of one company is considered 

Begin 

1.0 Read the positive and negative counts 

2.0 If (positive count <= negative count) then 

2.1 Apply ratio = -1 * (negative count/positive count) 

3.0 Else if (positive count > negative count) then 

3.1 Ratio = positive count/negative count 

4.0 Else if (positive count < negative count) and (positive count = 0) 

then 

4.1 Assign ratio = -10 

5.0 Else if (positive count>negative count) and (negative count = 0) then 

5.1 Assign ratio = 10 

6.0 End if  

7.0 If (ratio > 10) then 

7.1 Assign ratio = 10 

8.0 Else if ratio < -10) then 

8.1 Assign ratio = -10 

9.0 End if 

End 
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as a negative polarity.  

C. Performance Metrics 

Another dimension of the measurement is the sentiment 

values of the news articles which focused on the task of 

assigning a value to indicate the strength of the positive or the 

negative polarity in the news article [10].  

The performance of the sentiment analysis algorithm is 

reported using positive predictive value as shows in (4), 

negative predictive value as shows in (5), sensitivity as shows 

in (6), specificity as shows in (7) and also the overall accuracy 

as shown in (8) of the algorithm for correctly predicting the 

polarity of the news articles. 





positiveoutcomeTest

positiveTrue
predictivePositive             (4) 





negativeoutcomeTest

negativeTrue
predictiveNegative          (5) 

 

   





positiveCondition

positiveTrue
Sensitive                      (6) 

 

              





negativeCondition

negativeTrue
Specific                     (7) 

              
 

. ( )

. ( )

Accurate

No of True negative True Negative

No of True negative false positive True Negative false negative





  

 (8) 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We conducted three experiments for the lexicon-based 

sentiment analysis; the first one is to determine the news 

article’s sentiment by using the news headlines only, the 

second is to determine the sentiment based on the news 

content only, and the third one by combining the sentiment of 

the news headline and the news content. We also evaluated 

the performance of the lexicon-based algorithm in two ways, 

one without stemming and another with stemmed tokens. 

Table I shows the results of the experiment that used the news 

headline as the test data. The positive predictive value 

recorded high percentage in both non-stemming and 

stemming algorithm which achieved 95.1% and 98.5% 

respectively. The algorithm performed poorly in predicting 

the negative polarity using news headline. The negative 

predictive value for non-stemming and stemming recorded 

42.3% and 53.8% respectively. The negative prediction 

values are low in both cases as some articles may consist of 

negative tagging for headline but slightly positive tagging in 

the content. As an example, one of the article headline was “. . . 

XX company loss 5 million in the 3
rd

 quarter of 2010 .” and in 

the article content was “. . . the profit will be increased in the 

last quarter as the XX company has just signed an MOU with 

YY company that estimated to have an increment of 40% 

profit compared to last year ”. The true positive rate for 

non-stemming lexicon-based approach recorded 47.5% 

whereas the true negative rate recorded 96.0%. This is due to 

as our dataset having a lot of positive articles and very few 

negative polarity articles. The stemming algorithm recorded 

an overall accuracy of 71.4% as opposed to 65.8% recorded 

by the non-stemming algorithm. Based on these observations, 

we can conclude that using stemming is better when we have 

to deal with the news headline only. 

 
TABLE I: SUMMARY OF RESULTS USING NEWS HEADLINE 

Measurement (%) 
Non 

Stemming 
Stemming 

Positive Predictive Value 95.1 98.5 

Negative Predictive Value 42.3 53.8 

Sensitivity (True positive rate) 47.5 54.9 

Specificity (True negative rate) 96.0 98.7 

Accuracy 65.8 71.4 

 
TABLE II: SUMMARY OF RESULTS USING NEWS CONTENT 

Measurement (%) 
Non 

Stemming 
Stemming 

Positive Predictive Value 76.7 82.4 

Negative Predictive Value 68.3 73.2 

Sensitivity (True positive rate) 83.6 84.4 

Specificity (True negative rate) 58.1 70.3 

Accuracy 74.0 79.1 

TABLE III: SUMMARY OF RESULTS USING NEWS HEADLINE AND NEWS CONTENT 

Measurement (%) Weightage (Headline + Content in %) 

 
10+ 

90 

20+ 

80 

30+ 

70 

40+ 

60 

50+ 

50 

60+ 

40 

70+ 

30 

80+ 

20 

90+ 

10 
Headline only Content only 

Positive Predictive Value 
85.6 90.7 93.1 93.9 96.4 96.4 96.4 96.4 96.4 98.5 82.4 

Negative Predictive Value 78.8 80.8 82.5 82.7 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3 53.8 73.2 

Sensitivity (True positive rate) 87.7 87.7 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5 54.9 84.4 

Specificity (True negative rate) 75.7 85.1 89.2 90.5 94.6 94.6 94.6 94.6 94.6 98.7 70.3 

Accuracy 83.2 86.7 88.8 89.3 90.8 90.8 90.8 90.8 90.8 71.4 79.1 

            

Table II shows the results of using stemmed and 

non-stemmed algorithm for just the news content. It can be 

observed that the positive predictive value for non-stemming 

and stemming lexicon-based approach recorded 76.7% and 

82.4% respectively. In addition, the negative predictive value 

for non-stemming lexicon-based approach gives 68.3% 

whereas stemming lexicon-based approach recorded 73.2%. 

As expected, the sentiment analyser that utilized stemming 

algorithm achieved a higher overall accuracy of 79.1%. 

The lexicon-based approach sentiment analysis algorithm 

using news content performs better in assigning positive news 

articles compared to negative news articles. The true positive 

rate for non-stemming lexicon-based approach recorded 

83.6% whereas the true negative rate recorded only 58.1%, 

which is much lower that the true positive rate. This is because 

of the nature of the news articles itself. Reporters tend to write 
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something positive in the news even though the news is 

actually negative. It appears that there are more positive 

words than negative words in negative news articles. Thus the 

proposed algorithm can be considered as positive bias.  

Table III illustrates the results of using combinations of 

news headline and news content with Porter Stemming 

showed better results. We manipulated the news headline and 

news content’s weightage from 90% to 10% and from 10% to 

90% respectively. It can be seen that our algorithm’s accuracy 

improved from 71.4% (using the news headline only) and 

79.1% (using the news content only) to 90.8%. We can also 

observe that by using a weight greater than or equal to 50% 

for the news headline, the result remain constant.  In this 

experiment, we are satisfied that equal weights of 0.5 for the 

news content and the news headline give the best value. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

This paper presented the used of lexicon-based approach 

for analyzing financial news sentiment, particularly for the 

positive and negative polarity. We proposed a lexicon-based 

approach to identify and extract sentiments from financial 

news articles. We also proposed to add weights to the news 

headline and the news content to generate a better result. 

Three experiments were conducted involving news 

headline, news content and combinations of news headline 

and news content. We evaluated our lexicon-based algorithm 

in two ways, one without stemming and another with stemmed 

tokens. In the experiment using the news headline, the 

accuracy for non-stemmed token recorded 65.8% and 

stemmed token recorded 71.4%. In the experiment using the 

news content, non-stemmed token algorithm achieved 74% 

and stemmed token algorithm achieved 79.1% accuracy. The 

results obtained from these two experiments show that 

stemming the news produced better accuracy. It also reflects 

that the news content yielded better accuracy compared to 

news headline.  

In the third experiment, we proposed to use both the news 

headline and the news content as the test data by adding 

weights to their sentiment values. The results show that this 

approach improved our previous lexicon-based approach’s 

performance. Using a weight combination of 0.5 and 0.5 for 

the news headline and the news content, the algorithm 

achieved a high accuracy of 90.8%, which is much higher than 

the result obtained when using the news headline only (71.4%) 

or the news content (79.1%) only.  

A lexicon-based approach is a simple, robust solution in 

sentiment analysis. Currently, our algorithm only matches one 

word at a time.  One of the drawbacks of this algorithm is that 

the word before or the word after may affect the sentiment of 

that particular word e.g. negation. Also, we cannot easily 

detect the sentiment by considering just a single word. There 

are many instances where a sentiment is analysed by looking 

at multiple words or phrase in a sentence such as “He is a good 

liar.”, “The bank reduces interest.” For future work, we will 

examine the lexicon-based approach by analyzing phrases in 

the news articles rather than just looking at individual words. 

We would also like to investigate the possibility of using 

SentiWordnet lexicon to evaluate different dimensions of 

polarity such as polarity intensity which measures the strength 

of negative/positive polarity in a text.   
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